We report an optical one-way quantum computing experiment with stationary quantum memory involved. First we create a hybrid four-qubit cluster state with two qubits propagating as photons and the other two stationary and stored in a laser-cooled atomic-ensemble quantum memory, and characterize it with entanglement witness and quantum state tomography. Then, by making use of this cluster state and fast operations of electro-optic modulators, we realize memory-assisted feedforward operations and demonstrate deterministic single-qubit rotation as an example.
Quantum computing offers tremendous speedup of certain computing tasks such as factorization of large numbers [1] , database searching [2] , simulating quantum systems [3, 4] etc. Due to the ultraweak coupling with the environment, ease of high-precision single-qubit manipulation for all degrees of freedom, and potential for a high experimental repetition rate, optical quantum computing has attracted extensive interest [5, 6] . There have been a number of significant experimental achievements in recent years, both in the circuit [5] and in the one-way architecture [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , which have proved that optical quantum computing can work in principle. However, due to the probabilistic character of photon sources [14, 15] and entangling operations [5] , efficient optical quantum computing is considered hard to achieve [16] without making use of quantum memories [17] [18] [19] .
In optical quantum computing, the role of quantum memory is to store photonic qubits such that operations can be timed appropriately [5, 17] . For instance, in the creation [16] of large cluster states [20] , quantum memory is required to store intermediate entangled states while waiting for offline preparation of auxiliary resources, which is essential to making the creation process efficient. Specifically, in order to realize active feedforward operations in a one-way quantum computer [21, 22] , storage of the remaining qubits with quantum memories is necessary so that feedforward operations can be applied according to previous measurement results.
In this Rapid Communication we report an optical one-way quantum computing experiment with stationary quantum memory involved. The major resource is a hyperentangled photon spin-wave cluster state, with the spin-wave stored in a laser-cooled atomic ensemble. The storage capability of the quantum memory helps to realize the necessary active feedforward operations, together with use of fast electro-optic modulators. As an example, a demonstration on deterministic single-qubit rotations is presented in detail. In comparison to previous experiments with active feedforward [10, 11] , in which long optical fibers were used, our experiment mainly features flexibility and potential low loss for future large-scale applications.
A cluster state [20] serves as the major resource for one-way quantum computing [21] . In our experiment, the cluster is shared between a single photon and an atomic ensemble which serves as the quantum memory. In previous experimental studies, different methods have been used to create photon-memory entanglement, such as using the interference of different spatial modes [23] or of different Raman pathways [24] . To create a hyperentangled four-qubit state, we make use of both methods simultaneously. The experimental setup is shown in Fig.  1 . An atomic ensemble of about 10 8 atoms of 87 Rb is loaded via a magneto-optical trap and prepared initially in the state |5 2 S 1/2 , F = 1, m F = 0 . During the write process, through Raman scattering, a spin-wave excitation is created either in the state of |b 0 accompanied by a σ + -polarized Stokes photon, or in the state of |b +2 accompanied by a σ − -polarized Stokes photon. The Stokes photon is collected either in the spatial mode of l (S l in Fig. 1 ) with the spin-wave wave vector in the direction of ↓, or in the spatial mode of r(S r in Fig. 1 ) with the spin-wave wave vector in the direction of ↑. This twofold correlation enables us to create a hyperentangled photon spin-wave state in the form of
where state vectors with a subscript of S correspond to the states of the scattered Stokes photon, state vectors without any subscript correspond to the spin-wave states of the atomic ensemble, and θ is the propagating phase difference between two spatial modes before they overlap at nonpolarizing beam splitter (BS), and could be compensated by moving a mirror (M2) with piezoelectric ceramics (PIEZO). We rotate the Stokes polarization from σ + − σ − basis to H − V basis with a quarter-wave plate (QWP). In order to create a highly entangled cluster state, we introduce a π phase shift between the V and H polarizations in the spatial mode of S r for the Stokes photon with a combination of two QWPs and a half-wave plate (HWP). Therefore, we get the desired cluster state in the form
in which we encode logical qubits as |H,
The cluster state is first evaluated by an optimal entanglement witness via the stabilizer operators [25] . The witness is of the form
where I is a two-dimensional identity matrix, while σ z = |0 0| − |1 1|, σ x = |0 1| + |1 0| are Pauli matrices. A negative value of the witness indicates existence of quadripartite entanglement. The minimum value of -1 refers to an ideal cluster state of |C 4 . We measure the Stokes polarization with a combination of a QWP, a HWP, and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). For the spatial degree measurement of the Stokes photon, we use a BS and PIEZO-mounted mirror (e.g., M2) for the basis (|0 ± e iα |1 )/ √ 2, or remove the BS for the basis |0 , |1 . In order to measure the spin-wave states, we apply a read pulse to efficiently convert the spinwave to an anti-Stokes photon. Thus, the spin-wave states are converted to the corresponding photonic states as |b 0 , b +2 ↔ |H, V AS and | ↓, ↑ ↔ |l, r AS , which could be measured in the same way as the Stokes photon. In the case of 2.27 µs spin-wave storage, we obtain W exp = −0.60 ± 0.01 which clearly demonstrates the genuine quadripartite entanglement, and yields a lowerbound for the fidelity F ≥ To demonstrate the storage capability of this hybrid cluster state, we measure the entanglement witness for various storage durations and present the results in Fig.  2 . The point where the fidelity is larger than 0.5 [26] indicates that the lifetime is longer than 14.27 µs. The dephasing of the spin-wave induced by atomic random motion is the principal mechanism that limits the lifetime, and it can be weakened by decreasing the detection angle to increase the wavelength of the spin-wave [27] . In the present experiment, we use the angle of 3
• between the direction of the write pulse and the direction of the Stokes field. The fidelity oscillation in Fig. 2 is due to imperfect optical pumping which gives rise to slight collapse and revival for the read process [28] .
In order to evaluate the cluster state further, we reconstruct the density matrix of the cluster by quan- tum state tomography via maximum-likelihood technique [29] , and calculate the fidelity directly from the reconstructed state to be 0.817 ± 0.004 which agrees with the witness result very well. In order to investigate the reason for the imperfect cluster state preparation, we calculate the reduced density matrices for each degree. In comparison with the desired entangled state of 1/ √ 2(|H S |b 0 ± |V S |b +2 for the polarization degree, and 1/ √ 2(|l S | ↓ ± |r S | ↑ ) for the spatial degree, we get an average fidelity of 88.5(5)% and 95.5(4)%, respectively. The relatively low fidelity for the polarization degree is mainly caused by the imbalance of the strength of the corresponding transitions used in the write process. Nonideal entanglement preparation in the spatial degree is mainly caused by higher-order excitations and the imperfection of the BSs.
This hybrid cluster state enables us to demonstrate active one-way quantum computing with built-in quantum memory. As an example, we make a proof-of-principle demonstration of deterministic single-qubit rotations by using quantum-memory-assisted active feedforward. In one-way quantum computing [21] , implementation of a certain quantum circuit requires a cluster state of a certain pattern. In order to perform arbitrary single-qubit rotations, a three-qubit linear cluster state |Φ lin3 as shown in Fig. 3 is required. In our experiment, we get such a cluster by following three steps: (a) rearranging the order of the four qubits as (1, 2, 3, 4) = (k s , k performed by BS2, while the Hadamard transformation H on qubit 4 (a s ) is performed by setting the last HWP in the two retrieved photon paths at 67.5
• . Arbitrary single-qubit rotation can be realized through measuring qubit 2 and 3 in the bases B 2 (α) and B 3 (β) consecutively, where B j (α) = {|α + j , |α − j } with |α ± j = (|0 j ± e iα |1 j )/ √ 2. The effective rotation applied onto the encoded qubit can be expressed as:
where [30] , and s i takes the value of 0 or 1 corresponding to the outcome of the measurement on qubit i. Eq. (1) indicates that the measurement basis B 3 (±β) of qubit 3 depends on the previous measurement outcome s 2 of qubit 2 (type-I error), and the random measurement outcomes will induce random Pauli errors for the logic qubits (type-II error). In order to make the singlequbit rotation deterministic, both types of the error have to be corrected which necessitates an active feedforward technique. One of the most advisable methods is to take advantage of flexible quantum storage together with fast switchable optical elements such as electro-optic modulators (EOMs). Quantum storage of successive qubits compensates the time delay of the preceding measurements as well as the response time of the EOMs which are utilized to change measurement bases and apply Pauli error corrections actively. For the single-qubit rotation in Eq. (1), correction of type-I error requests feedforward between different degrees of freedom, namely, from k p S to p p S , where EOMs are not necessary. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , measurement B 2 (α) is carried out by BS1 with the aid of M2, where different measurement outcomes s 2 correspond to different output modes of BS1. Thus, feedforward from qubit 2 to 3 can be simply realized by making polarization measurements in different bases B 3 (±β) for different output modes of BS1 (s 2 = 0 or s 2 = 1).
In order to correct type-II errors in Eq. (1), the measurement outcomes of s 2 and s 3 have to be actively fedforward onto qubit 4. This feedforward process includes single-photon detection to get s 2 and s 3 , conversion of qubit 4 from a spin-wave to a single photon, and application of Pauli error corrections onto the photonic state with two EOMs based on the outcomes s 2 and s 3 . The total time delay of this process is about 1.69 µs, in which the response time of the EOM system contributes 1.56 µs, optical propagation contributes 20 ns, and electrical signal processing and propagation contributes 110 ns. To compensate this time delay, we make use of the storage capability of the atomic ensemble to store qubit 4. The lifetime (14.27 µs) of the spin-wave state is much longer than the total time delay, thus supporting much longer time delay or more steps of feedforward operations. In this single-qubit gate experiment, qubit 4 is stored in the atomic ensemble for 2.27 µs before it is read out (with an efficiency of ∼ 0.29) and subjected to Pauli error corrections.
In Fig. 3 , we show the results of single-qubit rotation R x (−β) and R z (−α) from 0 to 2π in step of π/8. The average fidelity is 0.82 ± 0.02 for R x (−β) rotations shown in Fig. 3(b) , and 0.91 ± 0.03 for R z (−α) rotations shown in Fig. 3(c) . We attribute this difference mainly to the characteristics of our cluster state. R z (−α) rotations correspond to measurements of qubit 2 (k p S ) in various bases, referring to the spatial degree with better preparation quality; while R z (−β) rotations correspond to the measurements of qubit 3 (p p S ) in various bases, referring to the polarization degree with lower preparation quality. Moreover, in order to show the ability for arbitrary rotations, we choose a set of specific values of α = π/4 and β = π/4. The desired and measured target states are plotted in the Bloch sphere shown in Fig. 3(d) , with a calculated fidelity of 0.93 ± 0.02. Excluding the errors induced during the cluster state preparation, we attribute the leftover error sources to the imperfection of the EOMs and other optical elements used.
To conclude, we have created a four-qubit cluster state which is shared between a single-photon and a spin-wave state of an atomic ensemble. This hybrid cluster state enables us to realize optical one-way quantum computing with built-in quantum memory. As an example, we have demonstrated deterministic single-qubit rotations by making use of fast EOMs and the storage capability of the atomic ensemble. In comparison with previous purely photonic demonstrations of one-way quantum computing, our experiment provides additional experimental capabilities. The atomic ensemble not only acts as an integral quantum memory to store part of the cluster state, but also enables some extent of tunability of the frequency [31] , pulse duration [32] , and readout time point for the converted single photon, which is advantageous for further connection with other physical systems in the context of quantum networks [33] . In the current experiment, the maximum allowable number of steps of active feedforward is ∼ 7, which is mainly limited by the slow rise time of the EOM driver and the short spinwave coherence time. If faster EOM drivers [10] (65 ns rise time) are employed, and an optical lattice is utilized to confine the motion of individual atoms, which leads to a spin-wave coherence time of 100 ms [34] , realization of 10 6 steps of feedforward is foreseeable in the near future. Considering the similarity between a spin-wave excitation and a single photon, it is possible to encode even more information on one atomic ensemble, e.g., by selecting more spatial modes [35] , using the angular momentum degree [36] , including more ground states, etc. While this method of using more degrees of freedom to create larger cluster states is not scalable in general, a scheme [37] 
